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ABSTRACT:

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) is seeking partnerships to ensure that current, complete, consistent, and accurate geographic base information is readily available and useful to the U. S. (Groat, 2003). The partnerships will be used to help create *The National Map*, a seamless, continuously maintained set of base information that will serve as a foundation for integrating, sharing, and using other data easily and consistently (USGS, 2002). Data integration, a significant problem for *The National Map*, is being examined to develop a conceptual framework based on resolution, geometric accuracy, and topological consistency of data layers. We will apply this conceptual framework to five of *The National Map* layers: digital orthoimages, elevations, land cover, hydrography, and transportation. The framework developed from this approach will allow an examination of a feature approach to integration based on a model previously developed and implemented as a feature library (Usery et al, 2004). We anticipate results leading to an approach based on the conceptual framework, the empirical results, and the use of metadata to drive an automated process.

This study is motivated by the fact that *The National Map* will consist ultimately of integrated datasets, a digital product similar to the comprehensive, integrated lithographic printed map, and that current USGS digital products are single layer and not vertically-integrated. The goal is to develop procedures for automated integration based on metadata. Objectives of our research are to develop a framework for layer integration based on metadata, a framework for feature integration, and demonstrate example results of integration processes for Atlanta and St. Louis (Usery et al, 2003). Integrating data themes for *The National Map* is a significant problem consisting of several components including differences in datums, projections, coordinate systems, data models, spatial and temporal resolution, precision, and accuracy.

Datasets include orthoimages from Nunn-Lugar-Domenici 133 priority cities of the Homeland Security Infrastructure Program (Vernon, Jr., 2004); National Hydrography Data (USGS, 1999); National Elevation Data (Gesch et al, 2002); transportation (from Digital Line Graphs (USGS, 1996), 133 priority cities, or state departments of transportation); and the National Land Cover Dataset (Vogelmann et al, 2001). Of the list of spatial database issues presented by Laurini (1998), these are the most pertinent to our dataset integration problem:

- Diversity in spatial representations
- Diversity in global projections
- Diversity in values for the same items located at different sites
- Diversity of spatio-temporal sampling
- Variability of definitions over time and space
- Discrepancies in coordinate values
- Discrepancies in boundary alignment
- Variability in content quality
- Variability in data maintenance procedures
- Discrepancies in spatial metadata

Methods of layer integration being studied include determining compatible resolutions and accuracies and use of metadata to automatically combine appropriate datasets; determining possible transformations that integrate datasets of incompatible resolutions and accuracies; and determining limits of integration based on resolution and accuracy. Keates (1982) pointed out some basic cartographic transformations that relate to our integration problems, from sphere to plane (projection), three-dimensional to two-dimensional, and generalization. A general theoretical and conceptual framework is needed to accommodate at least five distinct forms of data integration (Jensen et al., 1998):

- In situ measurement-to-in situ
- In situ measurement-to-foundation
- Vector-to-foundation map
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The National Map requirements for data integration include all of the types listed above. We are studying several generalization issues: selection (Topfer and Pillewizer, 1966), simplification, symbolization, and induction. This approach consists of two stages: one empirical and the other theoretical. There are two distinct types of integration: horizontal integration and vertical integration. A fundamental step in the integration is merging and situating features.

Beyond the development of automated integration approaches, The National Map success depends upon thoughtful consideration of the complexities inherent to spatial partnership programs. Masser and Campbell (1995) highlight some key obstacles to GIS sharing: variation in participant priorities; variation in GIS experience and technical ability; differences in spatial data handling skills; and disagreement among participants regarding data openness, leadership, data standards, equipment and training.

Organizational impediments present some fundamental project realizations: the cost of spatial data sharing is significant; successful development of The National Map is dependent upon an up-front understanding of The National Map stakeholder community needs and capabilities; and long-term implementation must find a balance between mandated compliance with standards for participants and local control of data management. The integration of data based on layers is necessary to handle our current generation products and the initial implementations of The National Map. Once clear project authority is assigned and leadership established, making the transition from the grand vision statement to a feasible implementation plan will require a thorough evaluation of the geospatial community needs, at all levels of government.

Examining the transportation theme as an example of the complexity of integration issues, it is difficult to envision how the USGS can employ the current strategy over the entire nation and meet transportation requirements of The National Map and National Spatial Data Infrastructure stakeholders. Weaver (2004) recommends a phased approach to project implementation: determine transportation requirements and national capabilities; develop data integration alternatives; cost-benefit analysis of alternatives; and physical implementation. The long-term solution to integrating national street centerline data is to develop a distributed database of national extent that meets the scale requirements of local governments. Weaver (2004) suggests a long-term conceptual data flow for The National Map Transportation layer:

- Stage 1: Data Providers.
- Stage 2: Provider Schema Federation.
- Stage 3: Central Transportation Database.
- Stage 4: Cartographic Rendering.
- Stage 5: The National Map Product.
- Stage 6: Other Data Theme Relations
- Stage 7: Geospatial One Stop Relation (an intergovernmental project managed by the U. S. Department of the Interior in support of the President's Initiative for E-government, Geospatial One Stop builds upon its partnership with the Federal Geographic Data Committee to improve the ability of the public and government to use geospatial information to support the business of government and facilitate decision-making).

Both the layer and feature approaches to integration will build and use metadata to support the integration process. The standards developed for metadata can insure accuracy, resolution, and other information are available for any automated procedure (FGDC, 1997a; 1997b; 1997c). Preliminary results indicate that data integration of layers for The National Map can only be accomplished with datasets that are compatible in resolution and accuracy. Further, it appears that mathematical transformation can automate integration with limited ranges of scales, but cannot correct generalization differences between datasets.
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